
DELVING INTO DATA

Homeroom Dashboards Delving into Data

QUICK LINKS

CHARTS DISPLAY OPTIONS SUBGROUP COMPARISONS

ASSESSMENT SETS DATA SETTINGS RISK INDICATORS

CHARTS (back to quick links)

A Chart has numerous features to expand for more detailed data. Any chart column is “clickable” and will display a

list of the students that make up the data point.

The Student list allows you to select the students and create a static group. The gear icon for the chart will enable

you to download the chart or a validation workbook.
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If the Chart displays assessment data, the gear allows you to see Related Views, which are more detailed or

alternate data views.

● Clicking the magnifying glass icon, a new tab opens for the selected assessment.

● Clicking the split box icon, the chart and selected assessment are shown side-by-side in a split screen style
view.

ASSESSMENT SETS (back to quick links)

Assessment Sets also have several ways to look at the data. Selecting the gear will show Data Settings,
Display Options, and Related Views. Any Related View can be selected from the list.
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DISPLAY OPTIONS (back to quick links)

Display Options allow the user to turn off and on values by clicking the toggle button to the left of the line item.

This helps narrow data to a smaller group of assessments or just a small group of students.

NOTE: Selecting the Performance Level Scores allows

users to review student assessment data even if the
scores are on different scales.  Further information
may be located here: Creating a Performance Level
Set Article

DATA SETTINGS (back to quick links)

Data settings allow the user to change the student group or the assessment displayed to give ultimate flexibility in

finding student data. Additionally, change data on the screen using Dependent Settings and Optional Settings.
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https://support.schooldata.net/hc/en-us/articles/360013677693-Homeroom-Dashboards-Creating-A-Performance-Level-Set
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SUBGROUP COMPARISONS (back to quick links)

Subgroup Comparisons are available in many single assessment views.  Subgroup comparison allows users to

disaggregate an assessment by various subgroups (race/ethnicity, program, gender, etc.). More information may
be found here: Subgroup Comparison Article.

Additionally, clicking the gear will bring Data Settings, the user Dependent Settings, and Optional Settings, which

on Subgroup Comparisons provide more options.
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https://support.schooldata.net/hc/en-us/articles/360046424253-Homeroom-Dashboards-Sub-Group-Comparison
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RISK INDICATORS (back to quick links)

Risk Indicator viewers allow several options to view where students appear on the threshold of student risk.

Further information may be found here: Risk Indicator Viewer Article.
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https://support.schooldata.net/hc/en-us/articles/1500000957681-Homeroom-Dashboards-Risk-Indicators

